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LEARNING IS NOT 
THE PRODUCT OF TEACHING 
LEARNING IS THE PRODUCT OF 

THE ACTIVITY OF LEARNERS

1964, John Holt

Life Long Learning+

https://www.amplifica.eu/


People deserve to learn

Are people best at anything, better than any animal? Human strength is 

that people like to be best - mainly by working smarter. That’s why we learn. 

We learn from just about anything. Therefore we can welcome any future.

Tax we use for anything we organize - locally, nationally or internationally. 

Only people pay taxes - to support people. Learning is our main value. 

In Lochem we organize all processes and diminish fiscal inequality. 

This we do as one joint act, to factually be what we actually must be: 

 all in
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People use tools
Our best tools make us work smarter. Rules are at the heart of tools. 

Artificial Intelligence is our ultimate tool. AI can make people smarter. 

AI must be human centered, for it to be nice: AI+. We call her AthenA. 

Professional+Participation is crucial to how AthenA will support Learning+.

We feel it’s strange, to let strangers own the heart of vital AI+. No strangers 

should control extra human learning capacity. So we co-design and share 

AthenA in our central AI+Domus, for people Learning+Pan-EU. AthenA comes 

from Greece and lives in the Netherlands where she acts to instruct our all in.
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People use AthenA hand in hand with other tools we like

Document Builder
Share customized documents 

Reporting & Analytics
Analyze and share data, graphs and reports 

Share your L&D+

Use our external API to connect

MOOC - Open edX
Share any Pro+Programme 



Life Long Learning+

People learn to unite

Inferiority and superiority are silly views. Life Long Learning+ improves the 

lives of anyone owning a smartphone. That’s everyone. Academics just as 

people with low literacy. Anyone has specific needs and hurdles in learning. 

Powered by AthenA plus VAT+Neutrality we can jointly learn all in.

Since 1951 we started our European Union given our hunger for equality.

It’s smarter to work together. UNION+Rules include anyone Pan-EU. 

TEAM+AmplificA is any local silent+Partner plus our general+Partner. 

Any AmplificA+Cluster will be local to nurse Learning+ all in.



People professionally learn with any THEMA+Mix
Using Opt+out or Opt+in any THEMA+Mix shapes each Pro+Programme.

With any Audit+ each THEMA+Mix gets 1. upto 7. types of THEMA+:

Life Long Learning+

5. Compliance+

6. Communication+

7. ICT+

1. Insight+

2. Strategy+Change

3. HRM+Mobility

4. Competence+



People learn with clear and fair options
Every fine Teacher+ shares ideas - with an open and learning mindset. 

Our AprovA+app shares an AthenA+Test. So social and economic stuff, 

shared by each Learner+, gets connected with any personal Learning+Goal. 

AthenA lets any Learner+ become their own Chief Learning Officer+.

With Limited Liability Partnership companies in an AmplificA+LLP including 

each Teacher+ and Learner+ in AmplificA, we supervise each Pro+Programme. 

To connect professional options, AmplificA supports Rating+, Opt+out just 

as Opt+in, Budget+Gain and Mediation+ - all in for people Learning+Pan-EU. 
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People learn cut-rate with Opt+out
Per Learner+ Opt+out offers a Beneficiary+ without rights to VAT+Deduction 

an extra choice for Instruction+ and/or tailored Instructional+Material. To 

improve fiscal equality we honour a right to limit Acceptance+ to a fixed 

5% per Pro+Programme by skipping  any fixed 95% for joining Instruction+. 

Think of you as a kid at school. Anyone would expect bills: one for paying 

teaching - about 95% of all costs; plus a second for books - costing 5%. 

Tailored Instructional+Material is taxed under local reduced VAT+Rate. 

Instruction+ can be VAT+exempt. Learning without L&D+ is our Opt+out.
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Pro+Programme 

People learn with Opt+out getting 
L&D+ and/or Instructional+Material

Life Long Learning+

tailored Instructional+Material          with         UNION+Bibliothecam

L&D+ combining Researching+       with     Developing+Exercising and Lecturing+

Creator+ 

95%
VAT+exempt

AmplificA

5% locally 
reduced VAT+Rate

and/or



People learn with Opt+out

AprovA+app simplifies any Pro+Programme. Step by step: 

Quotation+ plus Validation+ 

Invoicing+ plus Booking+Payments

Acceptance+ plus Teaching+
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People learn with Opt+out (practice I step one)

AprovA+app simplifies Quotation+ plus Validation+ for: 

Participant+1 each silent+Partner as Beneficiary+ can include any Learner+ 

therefore calling for a Quotation+ regarding any L&D+Goal.

Participant+2 each silent+Partner as Creator+ can include any Teacher+ thus 
supporting the L&D+Goal in that Quotation+ by co-creating a THEMA+Mix 
within any specific Pro+Programme.

Participant+3 each silent+Partner as Accountant+Firma plus instructed 

Accountant+ will co-create Compliance+ by yearly Validation+ per THEMA+. 

With our AprovA+Report any Quotation+ becomes ready for Acceptance+.
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People learn with Opt+out (practice I step two)

AprovA+app sparks Acceptance+ plus Teaching+. Upon Acceptance+

each Beneficiary+ can make powerful choices on Teaching+ per Learner+. 

Opt+out in any Pro+Programme keeps a Creator+ on its toes as Teacher+.

Teaching+ per Learner+ must be impressive, given the right to Opt+out 

off 95% of all costs of any Pro+Programme. This positive discrimination 

applies only to our supporting any Learner+ facing VAT+Complications. 

Yet, indirectly, this positive selective support will improve Teaching+ all in. 
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People learn with Opt+out (practice I step three)

AprovA+app accelerates Invoicing+ plus Booking+Payments. In AthenA we 

align (one) Validation+ and (two) Teaching+ with (three) Invoicing+. Invoicing+ 

follows all actual Teaching+ 100% within our AprovA+app.

Booking+ with AthenA follows from any AprovA+Report. Even all aligned 
+Payments are human centered, looked after by SUMMA+Partners - therefore

State+Guaranteed. Dutch, fair and square for each Participant+Pan-EU.
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People learn with Opt+out (practice II MedVid)

MedVid uses Pro+Programme for best practices with L&D+Team:

I. (orthopedic) surgeons

II. ICT experts

III. tailored life long learning experts

IV. animation experts

V. health insurers

VI. hospitals

VII. partnerships of medical specialists

VIII. individual medical specialists

IX. hospital staff members

X. patients and their associations

Life Long Learning+



Life Long Learning+

People learn with Opt+out (practice II step one)

MedVid connects doctors and patients. L&D+Goal is to improve healthcare 

per THEMA+ sharing: Insight+; Competence+; Communication+; and ICT+. 

Scientific research proves that doctors and patients can improve health by 

deepening understanding. Key is better informing each other on issues. 

Unfolding issues before, during and after medical interventions is crucial. 

Researching+, Developing+Exercising and Lecturing+ insights, knowledge 

and skills (L&D+) will co-create shareable tools to clear up essentials.

A good doctor is also Teacher+ and Learner+. The same goes for patients. 



  MedVid People learn with Opt+out practice II step one Quotation+

I. (orthopedic) surgeons
II. ICT experts

III. life long learning experts
starting L&D+ with
Researching+ on X. any
patient or group of patients

V. health insurers
VI. hospitals
VII. medical specialist
partnerships

  Beneficiary+

Pro+Programme upon 
Tender+Request: 

MedVid

THEMA+: 
Insight+; Competence+; 
Communication+; and ICT+

Budget+Gain: 
Quotation+Amplificator 

IV. animation experts

sub+Creator

sub+Creator

Creator+



  MedVid People learn with Opt+out practice II step two Quotation+

AprovA+CV 
our Limited Liability Partnership for: 
Compliance+ 
functioning as general+Partner: 
AmplificA+

AprovA+app allows Audit+ by 
selected: Accountant+Firma
functioning as: silent+Partner

I. (orthopedic) surgeons
II. ICT experts

  Beneficiary+

AprovA+app allows Teaching+ by 
selected: Accountant+Teacher
functioning as: L&D+Expert

sub+Creator

sub+Creator

Creator+

Pro+Programme upon 
Tender+Request: 

MedVid

THEMA+: 
Insight+; Competence+; 
Communication+; and ICT+

Budget+Gain: 
Quotation+Benchmark 



  MedVid People learn with Opt+out 
practice II step three>>four Acceptance+ >> Teaching+

I. (orthopedic) surgeons
II. ICT experts
III. life long learning experts
IV. animation experts

Creator+

AprovA+app allows Teaching+ 
by selected:
I. (orthopedic) surgeons
II. ICT experts
III. life long learning experts

Teacher+

AprovA+app allows Acceptance+ by selected: 
V. health insurers
VI. hospitals
VII. medical specialist partnerships

 Beneficiary+

Pro+Programme: 
MedVid

Research

AprovA+app allows Teaching+ to selected:
VIII. individual medical specialists
IX. hospital staff members
X. any patient or group of patients

Learner+



  MedVid People learn with Opt+out practice II step five Invoicing+

AprovA+app aligns Teaching+ and SUMMA+ 
per:
a. tailored Instructional+Material including
any Opt+out
b. Researching+, Developing+Exercising plus
Lecturing+

c. Benchmark+Plus
d. Price+Type including Rating+

Creator+

AprovA+app aligns Teaching+ and SUMMA+ 
per  sub+Creator and their role and stake in 
a. upto d.
Local plus Pan-EU actions within AmplificA,
we jointly perform at an all in 4% gross yield
(incl. any VAT).

sub+Creator

AprovA+app specifies Teaching+ 
with SUMMA+ for: 
V. health insurers
VI. hospitals
VII. medical specialist partnerships
such as for any other Opt+out or
Opt+in Beneficiary+

Beneficiary+

Research

Pro+Programme: 
MedVid



MedVid People learn with Opt+out practice II step six Booking+Payments

1. Booking+Instructions match EU+Law upto Invoicing+.
2. any +Payments are done through SUMMA+Partners and this 
without extra costs - for everyone paying on time.
3. State+Guaranteed result - fair and square payments.

Creator+

SUMMA+Partners clear Booking+Payments in AprovA+app:

Research

Pro+Programme: 
MedVid

all in

SUMMA+Partners clear Booking+Payments 
in AprovA+app:
1. Booking+Instructions match EU+Law 
upto Invoicing+.
2. any +Payments are done through 
SUMMA+Partners and this without extra 
costs - for everyone paying on time.
3. State+Guaranteed result - fair and 
square payments.

Beneficiary+

1. Booking+Instructions match EU+Law upto Invoicing+.
2. any +Payments are done through SUMMA+Partners and this 
without extra costs - for everyone paying on time.
3. State+Guaranteed result - fair and square payments.

sub+Creator

SUMMA+Partners clear Booking+Payments in AprovA+app:



People learn with Opt+in including AthenA
Opt+in mirrors Opt+out. AthenA can help lift Researching+ by all in fact-checks, as 

joint inspiration for any Learning+. Subtle factual issues can have a huge impact. Like: 

employees work for wages; entrepreneurs work profit-oriented. On any linked ‘why?’, 

with AthenA we can teach ourselves to mix some ‘caveman’ into our ‘burn-out’ age.

Opt+in helps any L&D+Expert in AprovA+app to compose any THEMA+Mix within: 

Quotation+ plus Validation+; Acceptance+ plus Teaching+; and Invoicing+ plus 

Booking+Payments. Also without an Opt+out we raise equality under EU+Law. 

Teaching+ a Class+Mix? This gives a positive push per Opt+out. We can be all in.

Life Long Learning+
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People learn with each Opt+in (without VAT+Complications

DataVisual uses a Pro+Programme to vitalise digital cooperation Pan-EU. 

Outsourcing can degrade the image of four key principles within EU+Law; 

They took our jobs! More progress everywhere, for everyone and right now?

Important changes may take years and its needed cures often cause pain.

Local pain can harm any company when it can’t hire enough local experts. 

Pilot+ starts THEMA+Mix: ICT+; Communication+; HRM+Mobility; and Insight+. 

Its L&D+Goal is reviewing ways to tune in with connected experts Pan-EU. 

One cannot enjoy working in a European Union and face walls all over.

Life Long Learning+



People need rules to connect and avoid risks 

Compliance+ eliminates administrative issues, avoids VAT+Complications 

and shapes Quotation+ upto Booking+Payments. All fairly and squarely. 

Learner+Satisfaction needs Compliance+. And the same goes vice versa.

Rating+, taken seriously helps anyone and everyone in optimalising Life 

Long Learning+ and trust hand us one key - to us jointly working valuably.

Our European Union is based on values. Rules make our values work.

Our values combines heart and logic. Le nationalisme c’est la guerre.

UNION+Rules help AthenA connect each Learner+ with any Teacher+.

Learner+Satisfaction gets support on local plus central levels - all in.

Life Long Learning+



People share UNION+Rules as Instructional+Material
UNION+Rules are at the heart of any Audit+ resulting in any AprovA+Report. 

Compliance+ requires instructing any Participant+. Without a currently valid 

Audit+ per THEMA+, it is impossible for any Creator+ to participate 

in co-creation in any Pilot+.

Compliance+ requires instructing an Accountant+ before she or he

can become our co+Creator of any AprovA+Report. UNION+Rules 

include all this, finally for the benefit of each Learner+. We share our 

Learning+Pan-EU with an all in mindset. One can take a look here.

Life Long Learning+
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People shape the future with all its effects 
One cannot have a cake and eat it. Our Learning+Pan-EU is approved by 

the dutch authorities, infinitely since 2012 under EU+Law. 

By duly honouring our EU+Permittance we equally avoid any internally 

contradictory constructions. 

Yet any cameleonic VAT+Group with two-faced VAT+Output plays with fire. 

Cameleonic patch-ups contain poisoned pills risking 1 years of retroactive 

effects - popular opting for Office+VAT blocks any soft 

‘de-minimis’ landing. 

Effectively each AmplificA+Cluster applies values compliant with EU+Law. 

Structurally we co-create our co-owned Learning+Pan-EU. Welcome all in.

Life Long Learning+



People shape one future within our EU+Law 
Law making is a cultural act. Communities need principles - as a society. 

Unions need principles to serve each member - finally we the people. 

Law making is a perpetual balancing act. EU+Law serves one goal - all in. 

Connecting the dots - all ‘aid’ by unlawful fiscal State+Aid must be nullified.

EU+Law is our quest for cohesion by connection. Carrot and stick in

EU+Law exist, but not for any perverse kind of fun. All consequences serve 

one consistency. As a people we make EU+Law to bring equal chances to 

all our people. AthenA helps everyone comply with all EU+Law.

Life Long Learning+
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People in EU+Member-States amplify our UNION+

Learning+Pan-EU is shaped by TEAM+AmplificA both locally and Pan-EU: 

I. within any EU+Member-State;

II. Intra+Cluster in 4 EU+Member-States per +Cluster; and

III. Inter+Cluster between 2 EU+Member-States from 2/7 +Clusters.

Co-owning AthenA follows from the notion that we learn from each other.

Learning+Pan-EU because we are all different. Yet we are one.

For our values each Learner+Partner  has a key influence - merriting its 

shares. Hence any Pilot+ bears all fruits of each UNION+Reunion. 

Learning+ all in.

Life Long Learning+



Life Long Learning+

People in IE, CY, GB and MT amplify our UNION+

TEAM+AmplificA supports Learning+Pan-EU with each AmplificA+Partner in:

a. Ireland (IE + Dublin linked Inter+Cluster with PL);

b. Cyprus (CY + Nicosia linked Inter+Cluster with LU);

c. Great Britain (GB + Belfast, Cardiff and Glasgow linked Inter+Cluster with IT); and

d. Malta (MT + Valetta linked Inter+Cluster with SK).

Any +Cluster includes local expertise: (1) each Learner+Partner; 

(2) compliance; (3) society and culture; (4) blogging and journalism;

(5) tenders; (6) employability; and (7) life long learning plus AI.



People in DE, PL, LT and LV amplify our UNION+

TEAM+AmplificA supports Learning+Pan-EU with each AmplificA+Partner in:

a. Germany (DE + Magdeburg, Mainz en Nürnberg linked Inter+Cluster with CZ);

b. Poland (PL + Kraków and Warszawa linked Inter+Cluster with IE);

c. Lithuania (LT + Vilnius linked Inter+Cluster with BE); and

d. Latvia (LV + Riga linked Inter+Cluster with DK).

Life Long Learning+

Any +Cluster includes local expertise: (1) each Learner+Partner; 

(2) compliance; (3) society and culture; (4) blogging and journalism;

(5) tenders; (6) employability; and (7) life long learning plus AI.



People in FI, EE, SE and DK amplify our UNION+

TEAM+AmplificA supports Learning+Pan-EU with each AmplificA+Partner in:

a. Finland (FI + Helsinki linked Inter+Cluster with HU);

b. Estonia (EE + Tartu linked Inter+Cluster with RO);

c. Sweden (SE + Göteborg linked Inter+Cluster with ES); and

d. Denmark (DK + København linked Inter+Cluster with LV).

Any +Cluster includes local expertise: (1) each Learner+Partner; 

(2) compliance; (3) society and culture; (4) blogging and journalism;

(5) tenders; (6) employability; and (7) life long learning plus AI.

Life Long Learning+



People in IT, SI, BG and RO amplify our UNION+

TEAM+AmplificA supports Learning+Pan-EU with each AmplificA+Partner in:

a. Italy (IT + Bologna and Pescara linked Inter+Cluster with GB);

b. Slovenia (SI + Ljubljana linked Inter+Cluster with NL);

c. Bulgaria (BG + Sofia linked Inter+Cluster with EL); and

d. Romania (RO + Bucureşti linked Inter+Cluster with EE).

Any +Cluster includes local expertise: (1) each Learner+Partner; 

(2) compliance; (3) society and culture; (4) blogging and journalism;

(5) tenders; (6) employability; and (7) life long learning plus AI.
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People in HU, AT, CZ and SK amplify our UNION+

TEAM+AmplificA supports Learning+Pan-EU with each AmplificA+Partner in:

a. Hungary (HU + Budapest linked Inter+Cluster with FI);

b. Austria (AT + Wien linked Inter+Cluster with PT);

c. Czech Republic (CZ + Brno linked Inter+Cluster with DE); and

d. Slovakia (SK + Bratislava linked Inter+Cluster with MT).

Any +Cluster includes local expertise: (1) each Learner+Partner; 

(2) compliance; (3) society and culture; (4) blogging and journalism;

(5) tenders; (6) employability; and (7) life long learning plus AI.
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People in BE, NL, FR and LU amplify our UNION+

TEAM+AmplificA supports Learning+Pan-EU with each AmplificA+Partner in:

a. Belgium (BE + Leuven linked Inter+Cluster with LT);

b. France (FR + Rouen, Strasbourg and Vichy linked Inter+Cluster with HR);

c. Luxembourg (LU + Luxembourg linked Inter+Cluster with CY); and

d. the Netherlands (NL + Lochem linked Inter+Cluster with SI).

Any +Cluster includes local expertise: (1) each Learner+Partner; 

(2) compliance; (3) society and culture; (4) blogging and journalism;

(5) tenders; (6) employability; and (7) life long learning plus AI.
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People in PT, ES, EL and HR amplify our UNION+

TEAM+AmplificA supports Learning+Pan-EU with each AmplificA+Partner in:

a. Portugal (PT + Lisboa and Porto linked Inter+Cluster with AT);

b. Spain (ES + Sevilla linked Inter+Cluster with SE);

c. Greece (EL + Thessaloniki linked Inter+Cluster with BG); and

d. Croatia (HR + Varaždin linked Inter+Cluster with SK).

Any +Cluster includes local expertise including: (1) each Learner+Partner;

(2) compliance; (3) society and culture; (4) blogging and journalism;

(5) tenders; (6) employability; and (7) life long learning plus AI.
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People work smarter with more sharing 
AthenA+Lab forms each THEMA+ within the heart of any Pro+Programme. Learning
+Pan-EU springs from Lochem. A pleasant little East Dutch town nowadays, but

once besieged by Spanish troops followed by a Münster bishop. With central UNION
+Reunion in Lochem with each Learner+ and Teacher+,

jointly we improve and share the heart of all our L&D+ in Lochem.

L&D+Compliance per Pro+Programme stipulates acts as obligations, here in Lochem, 

by our general+Partner Stichting Programmaraad AmplificA. Here SPA+ is guiding all 

Learning+Pan-EU. SPA+ does not systematically aim to make profit. 

SPA+ will connect any Participant+ in any Pro+Programme. Since 1951 in our evolving 

European Union progressively we live, work and learn together - all in.

Life Long Learning+
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People get to test each Pilot+ 

Pilot+ kick-starts any Pro+Programme. Learning+ should be open minded, 

yet it must have focus. Amplificator combines both in a cost-effective way.

Opt+out is the default setting in our Amplificator - of all calculations Pan-EU.

Learner+Satisfaction needs Compliance+. The same goes vice versa.

Speak softly and carry a big stick; you will go far - Mediation+ starts locally. 

Organised by our Learner+Union and Creator+Union. After that, any unsolved 

issues we will bring to  justice in a Central+Court. Cost free for any Learner+. 

Minimum at stake per Creator+ is €25.000 as we cannot be soft on Compliance+. 

UNION+Rules must be lived up to - each Pro+Programme deserves to be valued.
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Support oneself plus one another
Each Learner+Pan-EU, individually and jointly, is included in our one root, basic cause, 

source and goal - all at once. Our raison d'être, Life Long Learning+ all in, can help us 

all - to support oneself plus one another.  

As central general managing partner, Stichting Programmaraad AmplificA, SPA+, 

a non-profit foundation with no economic interests, will do it's utmost. Embracing 

curiosity, with a warm heart, cool mind and working hands - supporting any Teacher+ 

plus Learner+. 

Every one of us can, locally plus Pan-EU, have a direct voice in any of our 

SPA+ advisory boards.
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Our dynamic alignment

A future proof type of Level playing+field for Life Long Learning+ must 
measure and evaluate room for improvement - locally.

In our Pan-EU context, local cannot work half in, half out. The function of 

our European Court of Justice is to judge cases and trends, as real-life (legal 

questions call for instructions).

Individually and jointly we can fuse and shape our future. Together we can 

improve Life Long Learning+. By being open for all our voices about all our 

plans. Our Aprova+app can help us. Connecting all our dots. 

By using and advancing our UNION+ we fine-tune our all in.
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Learning is the stuff 
we’re made of, in our EU 

any fresh day all in

Under its own name and for its account and risk, as an assignee, each Creator+ 
transfers its claims regarding its own performances to any Beneficiary+, including 

tailored Instructional+Material, to an assignee (commercial agent) within 
TEAM+AmplificA, who invoices each Beneficiary+ in connection with SUMMA+Partners 

governing SUMMA+. 

TEAM+AmplificA includes each local Partner+ jointly performing its local plus 
Pan-EU actions - this is funded by sharing a limited 4% gross yield (incl. any VAT).

©AmplificA (GDPR+Lead supervisory Authority 
the National Commission for Data Protection 

Avenue du Rock’n’Roll 1, Esch-sur-Alzette in Luxembourg)  
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